Tamir Pearl Davies
96 Hartforde Road, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, WD6 5JS
T: 07776477711 E: tamir@tamir-davies.co.uk W: http://tamir-davies.co.uk

I am an adaptable, logical and capable graduate from the University of Birmingham with a 2:1
BA (Hons) in English Literature (2014), seeking an entry-level position in Journalism & Publishing
that will utilise my creative skills, initiative, ideas and genuine enthusiasm for varied but clear
and accurate reporting and writing particularly utilising my passion for online and social media.

Relevant Journalism & Publishing Experience – Online, Social Media & Publications
September 2014 – to February 2015 – RunWild Media Group.
Editorial Intern.
I was a researcher and contributor working on various publications by RWMG to tight publishing
deadlines requiring strong writing and editorial skills, solid research abilities and creative ideas for
targeted audiences and subscription readers living in the London residential areas that the publications
circulated to. I contributed and wrote regular cover articles and content but specifically, listed below are
some of the special articles, interviews and contributions I have had published.







Southwest Residents Journal, Battersea, Balham, Clapham & Wandsworth, Richmond,
Wimbledon, Putney & Barnes – Regular notebook and calendar pages every month and specific
articles are The Colours of Autumn - "Photographs from the local area share how they've been
capturing the beauty of the season". Fabulous Festivities – “Tamir Davies rounds up local key
events, from firework displays to switching on the Christmas lights". The Playground - "Tamir
Davies rounds up the local news, classes and fashion for little ones this autumn", “Interview with
Rhiannon Davies about the company the Biscuit Tree”. Fashion news page, “Spring & Summer
fashion 2015”.
Fulham Residents Journal – Food & Drink, Tuscan Nights review, “Tamir Davies enjoys the
traditional Italian cuisine at Osteria 164”.
Belgravia Residents Journal – Regular “Notebook” pages.
Canary Wharf – Creative designer for one page multi-format advertisements.
Chiswick & Brook Green – “December Late night shopping page”, “December Food and Drink
reviews”, “Film listings and recent review of Kumiko, The Treasure Hunter”.

July 2014 – September 2014 – Ethical Hedonist
Editorial Intern for online and social media. (I continue to offer Alison Reid (founder) my experience,
support and knowledge of Social Media when requested)
As an intern for Alison Reid with her new online publication, Ethical Hedonist, an ethical, eco and luxury
fashion magazine, I was her researcher and editorial contributor for the publication during the start-up
phase, but specifically for all aspects of online presence and Social Media. My published online
contributions include:


Ethical Hedonist – The River Thames comes alive in September.

June 2013 – August 2013 – TAGMAG
Editorial Intern for online and social media.
I was required to write and publish articles for the online magazine. I also worked on the graphic designs
using Photoshop and Publisher as well as liaising with clients and writing proposals to interested
companies and advertisers. Finally, I contributed in establishing the rebranding of TAGMAG’s online
presence. My published contributions include:


“Cracking the Nut on Journalism”, “Secret Sauce to Content Marketing”, “What is the future of
Digital Publishers”, “What is the perfect workspace”, “ The perks of creating an advertorial”,
“Impact of photography”, “Embracing your inner fashion advertisement”, “Brands hand in hand”,
“Branding products in advertorials” & “Bloggers take the front row”.

Education & Qualifications
2014 - Graduated from the University of Birmingham – BA (Hons) 2:1 in English Literature.
Skills








Comprehensive knowledge of online and social media formats and targeted means of
communications using twitter for example.
Research skills using various information sources.
Creativity through personal initiative, ideas and genuine enthusiasm.
Fast and proficient IT using Microsoft Office, Wordpress, Photoshop and other applications.
Willingness to learn and acquire additional editorial skills using design and editing tools.
Teamwork, enjoying both the environments of being a “team player” and working independently
when required.
The art of communication at all levels and excellent customer service.

Additional Information, Interests & Other Activities










Employment – The Wagon & Horses since May 2013 – This is a part-time job that allows me to
keep in touch with what’s important to people such as customers service, focus and the need to
keep smiling under stress and pressure during busy and demanding times.
Charity – One of my most notable achievements to date was being part of an events committee
at University where I helped fund, manage and organise a charity ball for more than 300 students
that raised more than £5000 for the chosen charity of the evening.
Journalism – A particular interest in fashion, lifestyle and events as well as reading a broad range
of publications whether published or online by websites or RSS feeds.
New Media – researching more this expanding medium of communication.
Literature & Music – Enjoying my continuing passion and pursuit of diverse ranges of
publications, texts, formats and music.
Full UK Driving License.
References – These are available upon request.

